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Mission Report 
July 31, 2022 

 
Summary 

 
Five members of Trinity South Sudan Ministry traveled to Juba, South Sudan between June 15 and June 
27 to meet leaders and congregations of the Presbyterian Church of South Sudan (PCOSS) and various 
organizations providing humanitarian assistance and services to the citizens of South Sudan. 

The members of the mission team were:  Rev. Dr. Ben Sloan, Greg Force, Amy Smith, Robert Cely and 
Lee Ann Alexander.  On arrival in Juba, they were joined by two South Sudanese volunteers: Abass Odiel 
and Johnson Kengen. 

The Division within the Presbyterian Church of South Sudan (PCOSS) 

The church is divided over issues that arose during the 34th General Assembly, perhaps caused in part by 
well-intended, but ultimately government interference with the proceedings. Unfortunately, that 
government-church relationship has continued.   

We met with leaders from both sides of the split in PCOSS several times.  We believe that we identified 
the driving force behind the split.   

Our long-time partner Rev. Orozu Lokine Daky, the General Secretary of the elected administration (we 
will refer to this group as PCOSS (A1) is a good man.  Unfortunately, he had malaria while we were there 
and left for medical treatment in Kampala. 

We also met with Fr. James Oyet Latansio, General Secretary of the South Sudan Council of Churches 
(SSCC). We learned that he had attempted to make peace between the two groups but was rejected as a 
potential negotiator because one group perceived that he was biased. SSCC intends to suspend both 
sides. This may mean no/little support from the International Partners of PCOSS of which we are one.   
 
Presbyterian Relief and Development Agency, a ministry of PCOSS (A1), seeks to be neutral in this split.  
Clearly the aggrieved group does not think so as they are setting up their own comparable group. 
 
Rev. James Ninrew became head of the aggrieved group which we call PCOSS (A2). He has done an 
amazing job of visiting the distant presbyteries such as those in Greater Upper Nile and the refugee 
camps.  As a result, his administration appears to have gained support of 6.5 presbyteries while Rt. Rev. 
Choul’s A1 group has 2.5 with one presbytery declaring it neutral.  
 
While we believe that PCOSS (A1) is the rightful leadership of PCOSS, the alternate group has legitimate 
grievances.  It will take wisdom, tact, grace and a true desire for the two groups to reunite. 
 
Providentially and interestingly on our last Sunday we were taken by Rev. Michael Kat Mading, the Vice 
Moderator of PCOSS (A1), to preach in two churches.  He and I seemed to bond.  Rev. Ninrew was 
coming to the hotel to pick up some additional Talking Bibles.  They barely spoke but sat together for 
about 45 minutes with us.  I asked if we could pray and led them in a prayer for peace and unity in the 
country, in the church and PCOSS, and in the hearts of the people of South Sudan.  May God answer that 
prayer?    
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Other Activities 
 
Greg Force, Robert Cely and Rev. Dr. Ben Sloan visited Nile Theological College (NTC). The current dean 
is a member of another Presbyterian Denomination, South Sudan Presbyterian Evangelical Church, while 
the new President Yen was appointed by Rt. Rev. James Chuol, PCOSS (A1).  NTC seems to be in serious 
trouble.   They have few good books, limited equipment, and may be facing eviction from the building 
that they are renting.  They are working to get organized for the fall but worry that PCUSA missionary 
Rev. Bob and Kristi Rice may not return.  
 
Here are some statistics of our trip: By my count we gave out 402 Talking Bibles in the eight languages of 
the groups we met; provided four laptops; as a team, preached in seven churches, talked in 12; led a 
seminar for three days for 54 teachers on teaching the Bible (Lee Ann Alexander); had 22 meetings with 
church and mission leaders.   
 
We also met three times with leaders from Trinity Presbyterian Church- a totally separate Presbyterian 
denomination not affiliated with any of our partners. 
 
On our visit to the Internally Displaced People’s (IDP) Camp we were told they were not getting any food 
from World Health Organization or the UN (reflects a financial shortfall in giving to the WFP). There we 
saw signs of malnutrition.  We did not see many signs of violence in the capital in the daytime and felt 
pretty safe.  The airport is the most harrying place.  
 
It was a humbling trip as well. They treated us much better than we deserved.  We lived in air 
conditioning with power, good food and clean water while most South Sudanese do not. Wish we could 
have stayed longer, but physically we were all spent.  
 
God blessed the trip.  If nothing else, they know that they are not forgotten.  
 
Please pray for the unity of the church. As the General Secretary of SSCC said, the church had been the 
only steady united group there.  
 
We feel that we made a positive impact toward evangelism, strengthened our relationships and 
provided hope. 
 

Ben Sloan 
Moderator Trinity South Sudan Ministry 
 
Note: For the purpose of this report PCOSS (A1) refers to the leadership group elected at the 34th General 
Assembly.  PCOSS (A2) refers to the leadership which formed in protest to the alleged inappropriate 
conduct of the 34th General Assembly and since. 
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The Journey 

 
Left to right:  Johnson Kengen, Lee Ann Alexander, Rev. Dr. Ben Sloan, Robert Cely, Abass Odiel, Amy 

Smith, Rev. Orozu Lokine Daky 

Five members of the Trinity South Sudan Ministry traveled to Juba, South Sudan between June 15 and 
June 27 to meet leaders and congregations of the Presbyterian Church of South Sudan (PCOSS) and 
various organizations providing humanitarian assistance and services to the citizens of South Sudan. 

The team departed the United States on June 15.  The first 8-hour leg of the trip took them to 
Amsterdam, where they had a brief layover before boarding a plane for an additional 8-hour flight, 
arriving in Nairobi, Kenya at 10pm on June 16. After collecting luggage and supplies, they proceeded to 
the Amani Gardens Guest House where they relaxed, procured additional supplies, and tested for Covid-
19, as required prior to entering South Sudan, before flying on to Juba June 18. 

The team arrived in Juba mid-afternoon and was greeted by Rev. Orozu, our partner with SALT, and 
South Sudanese friends and ministry volunteers Johnson, and Abass. We were then taken to the Aron 
International Hotel near the center of Juba, where we stayed for the next eight days in modest but 
comfortable air-conditioned rooms and an in-house restaurant with a wide variety of well-prepared 
meals. 
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Sunday June 19 

On Sunday June 19, we awoke to a cool steady rain, met for breakfast, and prepared for Church.  Each 
team member attended a different ethnic group’s church service and delivered a message to the 
congregation: 

Rev. Dr. Ben Sloan – Nuer Congregation – Nyakuron West 
Elder Robert Cely – Dinka Congregation – Hai Referendum 
Greg Force – Shilluk Congregations – JCC and Mangateen 
Lee Ann Alexander– Murle Congregation – Hai Jabel  
Amy Smith, RN – Anyuak Congregation  
 
Sunday evening the team had dinner with representatives from the Outreach Foundation: Frank 
Dimmock, Mark Mueller and Peter Lam Thot and Hon. Dei Tut Weang, a South Sudanese Senator. 

 

Elders and Deacons with Greg at the Shilluk Mangateen and JCC Congregations 
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Women Leaders at the Shilluk JCC Church 

Monday June 20 

On Monday June 20, we met with the PCOSS (A1) group led by Rt. Rev. James Makuei Chuol at its 
headquarters in Nyakuron West.   

Those in attendance included: Rev. Michael Muot Pout, National Youth Secretary; Rev. Quan; Rev. Pual 
Rout Kor, Giffin Theological College; Rev. John Choul; Elder Gordon Koand Bar; Rev. Peter Gai,  Peace 
Department; Rev. Joseph Romolem Nare; Ms. Ellen C Auhieu Simon, National Women’s Department; 
Rev. Antipas Ayuk Thon, Theological Education by Extension; Rev. Orozu Lokine, Secretary General; Rev. 
Stephen Nyang, Education Department; Rev. Michael Kat Mading, Vice Moderator; Rev. Bouth Chaul 
Ngot, Pastor in Charge of Nuer Congregation.   

The meeting began with prayer and shared reading of Mathew 25:1-46.  Introductions were then made 
and the following topics were discussed:  

• Failure of the Addis Agreement in 2015 and the following peace efforts. 
• Challenges encountered during the December 2020 General Assembly.   
• Formation of the “Aggrieved Group” (PCOSS (A2)).   
• Suspension of funds from the international partners.  
• Next General Assembly scheduled December 22, 2024.  
• Problems that must be resolved before the GA Roll Call.  
• Separation of the Northern Presbytery into an independent denomination in Sudan.   
• Problems between Government and Church. 
• Integration of Army, civil disputes, looting, rape, etc. 
• Politicians accused of wanting to influence the Church discussions.  
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•   
Following the meeting the team shared a late lunch at a restaurant on the Nile with some of the 

church leaders. 

Tuesday June 21 

 
Lee Ann presenting “Big Books” to Simon Ngathoi, a teacher at the Jaborona Presbyterian IDP Camp. 
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On Tuesday Lee Ann Alexander began her3-day teacher training for 54 school and Sunday school 
teachers with the assistance of Johnson and Abass at the Murle Congregation – Hai Jabel. We had 54 
participants each day that traveled from across the community to attend.  The schools closed so that 
many of the teachers could attend.  The curriculum consisted of several topics.  I introduced the idea of 
a simple Bible Timeline that laid out the sequential story of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation.  We 
learned key words and hand motions to memorize the timeline.  We also learned about the 66 books of 
the Bible.  Participants were given notebooks with visual flashcards that highlighted each book of the 
Bible.  The teachers were able to use the flashcards to learn the main idea from each book.  The 
curriculum; Chronological Bible Storying for Kids features 60 stories from the Bible; each with a specific 
graphic image and all in chronological order. The Chronological Bible Storying concept was presented to 
the participants. This curriculum is focused on children and features 60 stories from the Bible; each with 
a specific graphic image and all in chronological order.   Each participant was given a resource book with 
specific lesson plans and each was given copies of the 60 stories and symbols.  This system is one that 
they can use and grow with over time. 

A large variety of “Big Books” was donated.  Some were Bible stories and others were children’s books.  
Half of the books were given to teachers who participated in the training.  Others were given to teachers 
at a Presbyterian Primary School in a camp for displaced persons. 

   
 
The group was very interactive, attentive, joyful and ready to learn.  We also learned a few games and 
some fun songs to reinforce various topics! 
 
I would like to offer one more thought for the training.  Not only did I share specific techniques and 
teaching ideas, but I shared my story with the group.  I then asked to hear from them regarding their 
stories. I encouraged them as teachers to understand how important their work is to the future of the 
country.  They were very aware of the role that teachers play in the culture of South Sudan.  They know 
that one of the most important ways to make change is to educate.  Several of the older gentlemen that 
attended the training shared with the entire group.  One man, Gabriel, left an impression on me and I 
want   to share his comments.  Effectively he said, “To change the country, we have to change the 
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people and to change the people; we need teachers who are skilled and ready to teach. 
Change begins with each of you.”   

I left inspired and humbled at the dedication of the 54 teachers!  They were full of hope and 
expectations of what the future can look like in South Sudan!  

Lee Ann Alexander, Christian Education Specialist 

 

Left to right: Ben Sloan, Robert Cely, Rev. Gideon, Gordon Dhoal, Amy Smith, and Greg Force 

The remaining team members visited Rev. Gideon Tai Tudeal, Director of the Presbyterian Relief and 
Disaster Agency (PRDA is a ministry of PCOSS (A1)) and his Managers Gordon Dhoal and Daniel Cancoon. 
Among the PRDA ministries is a school for Mid-Wives in the Kakuma Refugee Camp in Kenya.  The 
current graduating class has 27 students.  In November they anticipate moving the school to Juba.  
Other programs include a farmers’ market for women to sell their crops in Pochalla and the Shalom 
Education Programs for Orphans, also in the Kakuma Camp. 

Mission 21 is a major contributor supporting their health programs.  PRDA has not received any funds 
from the PC (USA)’s Presbyterian Disaster Assistance since 2019 in keeping with the International 
Partners decision to limit funding until the administrative split in the church is resolved.   
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Trinity South Sudan Ministry and Boma Assistance Group financially support the Shalom Education 
Program.  Rev. Gideon has requested additional funds for food for the students in the Shalom Education 
Program.  He also requested assistance for water and sanitation projects and support for additional girls’ 
education. 

 

Left to Right:  Ben Sloan, Rev. Peter Lual Yual, Amy Smith, Greg Force, Rev. James Bang Gatdet and 
Robert Cely. 

Later that morning the same team members met at the Aron Hotel with representatives from the Akobo 
Presbytery headed by the Presbytery’s Vice Moderator Rev. Peter Lual Yual and Juba Representative 
Rev. James Bang Gatdet.  The subject was our interest in expanding our focus to include a partnership 
with Akobo Presbytery.  The primary effort there is to introduce our Peace through Evangelism Program 
and promote peace among the Lou Nuer, Dinka, Anyuak, and Murle people who are geographic 
neighbors.   

They responded expressing an utmost need for peace followed by health care, secondary education, 
safe water, and sanitation.  Currently there are 39 parishes in Akobo Presbytery.  On average 150 homes 
utilize each borehole (well).  They report that there are approximately 500,000 people in Akobo proper 
and an estimated 850,000 occupying the rural areas within the outlying three counties.  They see that 
the greatest cause of violence is the Murle “Age Sect” tradition where men ages 15 to 35 leave their 
villages and roam the countryside 
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Left to Right: Greg force, Principal Malakal, Robert Cely and Ben Sloan 

Tuesday afternoon, Robert, Ben, and Greg met with the new Principal Dr. Malakal Dual Ger (PhD) at the 
Nile Theological College (NTC).  Note: Malakal also is the name of a major town in Upper Nile. The 
college was established in 1991 in Khartoum with English and Arabic tracts.  When South Sudan received 
its independence from Sudan in 2011, the decision was made to move the English tract to Malakal, then 
the headquarters of PCOSS.  Following the outbreak of civil war in late 2013, it became impossible to 
maintain a school in Malakal so the college was moved to Juba as was the headquarters of PCOSS.  

Dr. Ger reported that the curriculum is being expanded to include Theology; Education; Health, and 
Science with community and rural development studies. There are four full time professors and assistant 
professors from the University of Juba. They offer a two year and a four-year program and would like to 
start a three-year and a six-year program with evening classes for students who work in the day. There 
are currently 101 students (17 females) in the two-year Diploma program and 35 (7 females) in the four-
year BA program.  

The school has been through a traumatic change of leadership occasioned by actions taken by PCOSS 
(A1) and the response of the former principal.  Funding receipts, rent arrears, administration changes 
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and student housing and feeding are among the critical areas mentioned.  The library is totally 
inadequate.  Viability is a great concern of our team.   

 

Representatives from the Anyuak Tribe with Mission Team Members 

A late afternoon meeting was held at the Aron Hotel with the mission team and representatives from 
the Anyuak Tribe from the Pochalla area in eastern South Sudan adjacent to Ethiopia led by Ambassador 
Dhano Obongo, Director General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation; John 
Gilo Aballa, Coordinator with the Greater Pibor Administrative Area (GPAA);  

The delegation reported that historically most of the Anyuak Tribe was located in Akobo.  Over time the 
Lou Nuer displaced them to Pochalla with a continually decreasing population in the Akobo area.  From 
35,000 in 1935, the Anyuak population in the Akobo area is down to about 6,000 today.  In addition to 
those who have moved toward Pochalla, many from Akobo have fled to refugee camps in Ethiopia 
where HIV incidence is very high. 

No government services are being provided in Pochalla. 
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Wednesday June 22 

 
Rev. Ben Sloan and Greg Force with Representatives from Nuer Congregations 

On Wednesday morning June 22, Rev. Sloan and Greg Force trained the Nuer congregations on the most 
effective ways to distribute and use Talking Bibles.  Participants in the training session included: 

• Pastor in Charge of Nuer Congregations  
• Representatives of nine Nuer Congregations with 4,350 total members 
• A Lecturer from Upper Nile University in the Faculty of Education, Department of History 
• Pastor from the Protection of Civilian Sites (POC) Congregations 

Additional training and Talking Bible distribution was completed by   

• Amy Smith and Robert Cely for the Dinka congregations, and on Thursday with the Murle 
congregations. 

• Ben Sloan and Greg Force for the Shilluk (Collo) congregations, with similar attendance to that in 
the morning. 
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Rev. Ben Sloan, Greg Force, John Odhong, Gabriel Aban and Chang Jwok Simon 

Thursday June 23 

On Thursday morning, June 23, Ben Sloan and Greg Force met with the PCOSS (A2) leaders led 
by Rt. Rev. James Ninrew Dong, Moderator; Rev. Thomas Manyol Riek, Vice Moderator; and 
Rev. Santino Odong Othol, former Principal of Nile Theological Institute. 

 Rev. Ninrew began the discussion by explaining that during mediation following the PCOSS 34th 
General Assembly, their group had agreed to retain the current leaders elected during the 
General Assembly and had requested five department head posts so that they would have a 
voice. The request was denied.  

Their identified needs include: leadership development; non-political partnerships; human 
capacity development; peace and trauma healing. Rev. Santino stated that the split in the 
denomination is regional like in Central Equatoria and even within the congregations. He also 
said that the GA was held over two years ago, and they still have not seen the minutes.  

Others added: 

• That the South Sudan Council of Churches is working with the PCOSS (A1) leaders.   
• That they are concerned they will be ignored and won’t be invited to the next GA in 

2024. Therefore, they have formed  an interim administration.  
• That in addition to trauma healing, flooding is a major problem.  
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• That the women need vocational training and support like sewing machines, peace 
courses and Bible study.   

• The women are the negotiators and healers and the Jesus film and Talking Bibles would 
be helpful. 

 

 

Rev. Joseph Arop Anei , Rev. Regina Tad Dalany, Rev. Santino Odong Othol, Rev. Ben Sloan,  Rev. Thomas 
Manyol Riek, Rev. James Ninrew Dong, Greg Force, Rev. Joseph Maker Gordon and Rev. Peter Gatdeet 

Gatlurch 

Ben Sloan and Greg Force then met with Cecilia Kaiwa Haroun, Acting General Secretary of the Bible 
Society of South Sudan to confirm that the additional Bibles donated to our ministry by Talking Bibles 
Inc. were being programed and would be ready for us to distribute on Friday.  

On Thursday afternoon Ben and Greg met with Florence Hakim, the Mission 21 Country Representative 
who explained how Mission 21 operates and reported on the various projects they currently are 
supporting.  She graciously arranged a meeting for us with the General Secretary of the South Sudan 
Council of Churches, Fr James Oyet Latansio.  Father James provided his insight on the leadership split 
within the Presbyterian Church.  
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His perspective:  Since the Council is impartial, Fr. James proposed to mediate but Rev. James Ninrew 
rejected the SSCC because he thought favoritism might be shown.  Rev. Peter Gai who is part of PCOSS 
(A1) previously had been the SSCC Moderator and is a friend of Fr. James.  Rev. Peter Tibi, Executive 
Director of RECONCILE, was chosen to lead the mediation.  When this didn’t work, First Vice President of 
South Sudan Dr. Riek Machar tried, but he too failed. The “aggrieved group” then conducted its own 
General Assembly and became PCOSS (A2).  Because the split is affecting the entire SSCC it is in the 
process of suspending PCOSS until both groups can come to terms. 

 

 

Thursday afternoon a laptop was provided to Daniel Aleek, a student at NTC 

 

Simon Ngathoi, a teacher at the Jaborona Presbyterian IDP Primary School in Jabel, was also provided a 
laptop and school supplies including a set of Big Books 
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Friday June 24 

 
Distributing Talking Bibles to Representatives of the Shilluk Congregations 

Ben Sloan and Greg Force picked up the additional Talking Bibles donated to our ministry by Paul 
Lindberg with Talking Bibles International.  We then went to a Church in Mangateen and met with the 
congregations from the PCOSS (A2) leadership group to train and distribute Talking Bibles in Nuer, Dinka 
Padang, Shilluk, Anyuak, and Arabic.  

Church representatives of these groups attended the training session. 

Meanwhile Robert Cely, Amy Smith and Abass continued the training and distribution of Talking Bibles 
by visiting the PCOSS (A1) Anyuak congregations to train leaders in the care and use of and distributed 
Talking Bibles. 

 

 

\ 
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Friday Afternoon our team met with representatives of the Trinity Presbyterian Church of South Sudan 
and Sudan including the Moderator and Archbishop Rt. Rev. Monyluak Bol Monyluak who provided us 
with a proposal to expand their Church education program.  This is not a partner church. 

 

Mission Team Members with Representatives from the Trinity Presbyterian Church of South Sudan and 
Sudan 
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Later Friday afternoon we met with the Vice Moderator of the Jonglei Presbytery, Kolen Nyadung and 
Gabriel Thangko, a Bible Translator.

 

Yankee Abass Othow, Gabriel Thangko, Greg Force, Kolen Nyadung, Rev. Ben Sloan, Amy Smith, Robert 
Cely and Lee Ann Alexander 
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Saturday June 25 

 

Abass Othow, Amy Smith, Lee Ann Alexander, Robert Cely, Rev. Philip Gullu, Rev. Ben Sloan, Greg Force 
and Rev. Raphael Joel Asaba 

On Saturday June 25 the team visited a Tennent congregation at a Church in an IDP refugee camp in 
Gumbo, located on the east side of the White Nile, southeast of Juba.  Sixteen participants attended the 
meeting to train and distribute Talking Bibles.  These included members of the local church and four 
Pastors from neighboring congregations in Juba. 
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Children at the Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) Refugee Camp in Gumbo 

Saturday afternoon we went to the Mahad IDP refugee camp, on the west side of the White Nile in Juba 
to visit and bring medicine and food to our young Murle friend from Pibor, “John Boy” and his mother, 
who is in poor health.  Provisions for her health care are in progress. 
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Sunday June 26 

 

Abass Othow, Lee Ann Alexander, Amy Smith and Greg Force Meeting with Hai Nyakuron South Church 
Leaders after Worship Service 

On Sunday June 26 Lee Ann Alexander, Amy Smith, Abass and Greg Force worshipped with a Dinka 
Church, where Greg delivered a message to the congregation. Ben Sloan and Robert Cely attended a 
worship service and delivered a message to a Murle congregation.   
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On Sunday afternoon the team checked out of the hotel and took a flight from Juba to Nairobi, where 
they boarded another plane at midnight for an eight- hour flight to Amsterdam.  Because of a long wait 
to clear immigrations in the Amsterdam airport, the team missed their connecting flights to the United 
States but fortunately was able to obtain seats on the next scheduled flight, which enabled everyone to 
arrive home on Monday evening! 

The team was exhausted but had a strong feeling that we had made a difference 
and glorified God in the process. 

 

Trinity South Sudan and Boma Assistance Group Mission Team. 
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